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Circular 11/509 

N.B. This is the English version of a prior FAQ document in French. Only this version 

will be updated while the French version will remain in V1.08.  
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1.00 22.6.2011 Published version 

1.01 04.7.2011 Version reflecting the first production experiences 

1.02 04.7.2011 How to manage the tags <Self_Managed_Flag> and 

<Management_Company> 

1.03 21.7.2011 How to use the schemaLocation to avoid problems. 
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minimum package content? 

What is the last state of the rule regarding digital signatures? 

1.04 25.7.2011 Which evolutions are expected for XML schema 

notifletter.xsd? 

1.05 25.8.2011 Which are the types of codes to be reported mandatorily? 

1.06 18.11.2011 What does the state “Accepted by host”, which is not 

mentioned in Circular CSSF 11/509, mean? 
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mentioned in Circular CSSF 11/509 mean? 

Which are the activities to declare in case of exclusive 

marketing or freedom to provide services? 

1.07 20.02.2018 What is to be done if the CSSF Notification system affirms 

errors regarding the digital signature of some package content 

files while these files seem to confirm a valid signature in 

other tools (e.g. Acrobat Reader)  

 See chapter “Unexpected signature errors*

1.08 08.11.2018 Ways to avoid an automated rejection of a notification 

because of a PDF prospectus with multiple revisions  

 See chapter “Unexpected signature errors”
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Fundamentals 
This section contains some fundamental information regarding the UCITS notification 

process. 

How to manage the former naming convention (as defined in 
Circular CSSF 08/371) compared to the new one (Circular CSSF 
11/509) 
CSSF strongly recommends to rapidly switch over to the new naming convention and not 
to wait until 30 June 2012 to do so. 
 
A UCITS notification package can only contain files that correspond to the new naming 
convention, no file in the prior naming convention will be accepted.  
 
The documents in prior naming convention do not have to be re-sent to the CSSF using the new 
naming convention. In case a file already submitted to the CSSF in prior naming convention has to 
be added to a notification package, the file has simply to be renamed as follows:  
 
PDRREP-ONNNNNCCCC-YYYY-MM-DD-T1.pdf 
 
becomes 
 
DOCREP-ONNNNNNNN-CCCCCCCC-PPPP-YYYY-MM-DD-T2-LL-AAAA.pdf 
 
Using the following transformations:  
 

Prior naming convention part New naming convention part 

NNNNN 000NNNNN 

CCCC 0000CCCC 

- Hardcode 0000 for the PPPP part 

T1 T2 (see below) 

- LL (language of the document) 

- Hardcode 0000 for the AAAA part 

 
Transformation from T1 into T2: 
 

T1 T2 Remark 

PC PC Unchanged 

PS PS Unchanged 

DE - not applicable (under UCITS) 

RA AR Rapport annuel  Annual Report 

RS SR Rapport semestriel  Half-yearly Report 

 
It is vital to preserve an identical date YYYY-MM-DD on both files following the above 
transformation. 

What is to be done if a certain mandatory type of document does 
not exist for a certain UCITS?  

 

In case a mandatory type of document does not exist (e.g. because the Management 

Regulations MR are actually integrated into the Prospectus PC), a separate document with 

an adequate content has to be created and registered at the CSSF. The CSSF will not adapt 



its automated verification rules to grant exemptions as the one described and requests the 

provision of any document required under the UCITS IV Directive or Circular CSSF 

11/509. 

What is the meaning of the state “Force accepted by CSSF” which 
is not mentioned in Circular CSSF 11/509? 

 

If an error of severity ERROR or FATAL occurs during the automated validation process, 

a CSSF rejection file of type FDB will automatically be generated. If valid explanations 

are given to the CSSF as to why such an error should be ignored and if it is confirmed by 

the CSSF supervisor in charge that the package will be accepted despite the error(s), an 

FDB file with the “Force accepted by CSSF” status will be returned to the submitter, 

replacing the initial automated rejection by manual acceptance. 

What is the meaning of the state “Accepted by host” which is not 
mentioned in Circular CSSF 11/509? 

 

The notification procedure as defined in Circular CSSF 11/509 did not foresee an 

information to be returned to the submitter in case of acceptance of the package by a host 

authority because such an information does not change the legal value of a notification. As 

a reaction to requests from the national Fund sector, the new state has been introduced into 

CSSF systems and the relevant FBH return message will allow the submitter to close a 

notification process already before the expiry of the deadlines granted to host authorities 

for the processing of notifications. 

What is the meaning of the state “Force accepted by host” which 
was not mentioned in Circular CSSF 11/509? 

 

In case of rejection of a notification by a host authority, the CSSF informs the submitter by 

sending an FBH return message with the state “Rejected by host”. In practical terms, it has 

already occurred that a host authority changes its view (correction of a human error, 

transmission of additional documentation, etc.) and that it accepted at last a notification 

initially rejected. In that case, the CSSF will send (following a message “Rejected by host”) 

a supplementary message “Force accepted by host”, cancelling the initial rejection. 
 

Content of notification packages 
This paragraph details the content requirements for notification packages. 

Are incremental/partial packages allowed? 

 

No, only the systematic remittance of complete packages is possible, any other approach 

will generate errors. 



Acceptable PDF types  

 

The CSSF strongly recommends not to use the PDF XFA technology, but to provide in 

principle only static, un-scanned PDF files (e.g. PDF 1.4). The CSSF may reject 

notification packages that do not respect these constraints. The only exception to this 

principle are the CP documents (proof of payment), which may be scanned.  

Which compartment/share identifier is to be used for generic 
documents that relate to multiple compartments/share classes? 

 

Circular CSSF 11/509 recommends, in case a single document applies to all share classes, 

to use a naming where the share identifier part takes the value 0000. If multiple generic 

documents apply to specific subsets of the share classes, the smallest share class identifier 

of the subset is to be used in the filename. 

 

The same reasoning shall be applied to compartment identifiers in the filename. 

Verification rules 
This chapter describes some rules that apply to notification packages. 

What is the last known state of the rule describing the minimum 
content of a notification package? 

 

Type(s) of document Minimum number of documents 

KI-PS  at least one of both 

AI-MR at least one of both 

LNPDF 1 

LNXML 1 

AT 1 or several 

PC 1 or several 

KI documents in the languages EN, FR or DE must be sent to the CSSF in accordance with 

Circular CSSF 08/371 prior to any notification. 

KI documents in languages other than EN, FR or DE do not have to be pre-registered at 

the CSSF. 

What is the last known state of the rule on electronic signatures? 

 

Type of document Control made by the CSSF 

PS (Simplified 

prospectus) 

CSSF signature required on at least one of the versions DE, 

FR, EN 

PC (Full prospectus) CSSF signature required on at least one of the versions DE, 

FR, EN 



AT (Attestation) CSSF signature required on any version (= signature 

required on versions DE, FR, EN) 

Other no CSSF signature required 

XML notification letters and their mapping 
This paragraph provides information regarding the notification letter in XML and its 

mapping to the PDF version. 

Which are the mandatory codes?  

 

These are the codes required: 

 

Tag Type Value Mand. Remark 

UCITS/ID HOME numeric CSSF 

identifier  

Yes E.g.: “00009999” 

Management_Compan

y/ID 

HOME CSSF entity type 

+ numeric CSSF 

identifier 

Yes E.g. : “S00009999” 

For a self-managed 

management company, use 

the value “n/a”. 

Management companies 

situated outside 

Luxembourg will also need 

a CSSF identifier 

(composed of 1-character 

entity type and an 8-digit 

numeric entity identifier) to 

be used with the identifier 

type HOME 

Share/ID HOME numeric CSSF 

identifier 

if 

applicable 

E.g.: “0001” 

Subfund/ID HOME numeric CSSF 

identifier 

if 

applicable 

E.g. : “00000001” 

Subfund/Share/ID HOME numeric CSSF 

identifier 

if 

applicable 

See Share/ID 

 

 ISIN ISIN identifier if known 

 

 

 

 

Can there be multiple notification letters?  

 

No. 

 

In a notification package, one single LN in XML and one single LN in PDF in the chosen 

language (among the 3 authorised: DE, FR, EN) must be generated.  



Multiple notification letters in either XML or PDF would generate errors. 

How to best use the schemaLocation tag (to avoid problems)? 

For production files, access through the same directory as the instance is supported. 

<Notification_Letter xmlns="https://www.cssf.lu/en/document/xml-schema-notifletter-xsd/" 
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 

xsi:schemaLocation="https://www.cssf.lu/en/document/xml-schema-notifletter-xsd/ notifletter.xsd"> 

Remark: for tests and development activities, the version below can be used: 

<Notification_Letter xmlns="https://www.cssf.lu/en/document/xml-schema-notifletter-xsd/" 
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
xsi:schemaLocation="https://www.cssf.lu/en/document/xml-schema-notifletter-xsd/ 
https://www.cssf.lu/en/document/xml-schema-notifletter-xsd/">  

Which translations of activities should be generated in the PDF ? 

ANGLAIS FRANCAIS ALLEMAND 

Activity of collective 

portfolio management 

(investment management, 

administration, marketing) 

according to article 6(2) of 

Directive 2009/65/EC 

Activité de gestion collective de 

portefeuille (gestion de portefeuille, 

administration, commercialisation) 

conformément à l'article 6 (2) de la 

directive 2009/65/CE 

Tätigkeit der gemeinsamen 

Portfolioverwaltung 

(Anlageverwaltung, administrative 

Tätigkeiten, Vertrieb) gemäß 

Artikel 6 (2) der Richtlinie 

2009/65/EG 

Management of portfolios of 

investments, including those 

owned by pension funds, in 

accordance with mandates 

given by investors on a 

discretionary, client-by-client 

basis (article 6(3) a) of 

Directive 2009/65/EC) 

Gestion de portefeuilles 

d'investissement, y compris ceux qui 

sont détenus par des fonds de retraite, 

sur une base discrétionnaire et 

individualisée, dans le cadre d’un 

mandat donné par les investisseurs 

(article 6 (3) a) de la directive 

2009/65/CE) 

Individuelle Verwaltung einzelner 

Portfolios, einschliesslich der 

Portfolios von Pensionsfonds, mit 

einem Ermessensspielraum im 

Rahmen eines Mandats der 

Anleger (Artikel 6 (3) a) der 

Richtlinie 2009/65/EG) 

Investment advice concerning 

one or more of the 

instruments listed in Annex I, 

Section C to Directive 

2004/39/EC (article 6(3) b) 

(i) of  Directive 2009/65/EC)

Conseils en investissement portant sur 

un ou plusieurs des instruments 

énumérés à l'annexe I, section C, de la 

directive 2004/39/CE (article 6 (3) b) 

(i) de la directive 2009/65/CE)

Anlageberatung in Bezug auf 

eines oder mehrere der in Anhang 

I Abschnitt C der 

Richtlinie2004/39/EG gennanten 

Instrumente (Artikel 6 (3) b) (i) 

der Richtlinie 2009/65/EG) 

Safekeeping and 

administration in relation to 

units of collective investment 

undertskings (article 6(3) b) 

(ii) of Directive 2009/65/EC

Garde et administration pour des parts 

d’organismes de placement collectif 

(article 6 (3) b) (ii) de la directive 

2009/65/CE 

Verwahrung und technische 

Verwaltung in Bezug auf die 

Anteile von Organismen für 

gemeinsame Anlagen (Artikel 6 

(3) b) (ii) der Richtlinie

2009/65/EG)

http://www.cssf.lu/2010/ucitsiv/notifletter
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance
http://www.cssf.lu/2010/ucitsiv/notifletter
http://www.cssf.lu/2010/ucitsiv/notifletter
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance
http://www.cssf.lu/2010/ucitsiv/notifletter


Which activities are to be reported in case of exclusive marketing 
of a Luxembourg  UCITS in a European host Member State?  
 

Does a management company, which only proposes to sell a UCITS in a host Member 

State of the European Union without creating a branch within the meaning of Article 114 

of the Law of 17 December 2010 relating to undertakings for collective investment  

(hereinafter the “2010 Law”) and without providing other activities and services by way of 

freedom to provide services within the meaning of Article 115 of the 2010 Law, have to 

tick one of the functions under “Activities of the management company in the host Member 

State of the UCITS” of part A of the notification letter?   

 

No, none of the 4 cases foreseen in said category must be ticked. As a matter of fact, Article 

113 of the 2010 Law claims that the exclusive marketing of shares of a UCITS in a Member 

State other than the original state is solely submitted to the requirements of chapter 6 of the 

2010 Law. 

 

However, a management company that had, in the past, submitted to the CSSF a declaration 

of freedom of establishment or of freedom to provide services within the meaning of 

Article 114 or Article 115, respectively, must tick the box that corresponds to the activity 

or the notified service. 

     

 

Which documents are to be listed in the XML/PDF notification 
letters? 

 

In the XML notification letters, ALL files in PDF format are to be listed (but not those 

in XML). 

 

In the PDF notification letters, only the subset of the document types defined in the 

official European notification letter is to be listed.  

 

The according subset is composed of: 

 

1) The latest version of the fund rules or instrument of incorporation, translated if necessary 

in accordance with Article 94(1) (c) of Directive 2009/65/EC. 

AI or MR 
(Title of document(s) or name of electronic file(s) attachment) 

 

2) The latest version of the prospectus, translated if necessary in accordance with Article 

94(1)(c) of Directive 2009/65/EC. 

PC 

(Title of document(s) or name of electronic file(s) attachment 

 

3) The latest version of the key investor information, translated if necessary in accordance 

with Article 94(1)(b) of Directive 2009/65/EC 



KI or PS 

(Title of document(s) or name of electronic file(s) attachment) 

 

4) The latest published annual report and any subsequent half-yearly report, translated if 

necessary in accordance with article 94(1) c) of Directive 2009/65/EC. 

SR or AR 

 

Thus, the types CP, AT or MP need not be listed in PDF version. 

Which country codes are to be used? 

 

The country codes to be used for EU Member States are those defined under  

 

http://publications.europa.eu/code/pdf/370000en.htm#pays 

 

This approach applies to: 

- file naming conventions  

- the content of the XML notification letter 

 

For Greece and the United Kingdom, the codes to use are thus EL and UK; for the countries 

of the European Economic Area (EEA), the following codes are to be used: 

 

Code Country 

LI Liechtenstein 

NO Norway 

IS Iceland 

How to deal with the tags <Self_Managed_Flag> and 
<Management_Company> 
 

If 
 

<Self_Managed_Flag>false</Self_Managed_Flag> 
 

then the structure <Management_Company> has to be completed according to the actual 

data describing the Management Company as available to the user,  

otherwise the completion must be done as follows: 
 

<Management_Company> 

 <ID> 

  <Type>HOME</Type> 

  <Value>n/a</Value> 

 </ID> 

 <Name>*see below</Name> 

 <Country>LU</Country> 

 <Address> address of self-managed investment company </Address> 

http://publications.europa.eu/code/pdf/370000en.htm#pays


 <Website>website of self-managed investment company</Website> 

 <Contact> 

  <Name>Name of the contact</Name> 

  <Position>Position of the contact</Position> 

  <Phone>+352 123456</Phone> 

  <Fax>+352 123456</Fax> 

  <Email>name@email</Email> 

 </Contact> 

 <Activities_In_Host_State> 

  <Standard>false</Standard> 

  <Discretionary_Management>false</Discretionary_Management> 

  <Investment_Advice>false</Investment_Advice> 

 

 <Safekeeping_And_Administration>false</Safekeeping_And_Administration> 

 </Activities_In_Host_State> 

</Management_Company> 

 

Colors: 

- data to key in by user 

- hardcoded 

 

*With <Name> = 

 

- FR:  Société d’investissement autogérée 

- DE:  Selbstverwaltete Investgesellschaft 
- EN:  Self-managed investment company 

 

How to manage tags <Attachment> and 
<Referred_Substructures> 

 

An <Attachment> structure will exist for each file defined under question “Which 

documents are to be listed in the XML/PDF notification letters?”.  

 

The <Referred_Substructures> are to be listed in a fully exhaustive way (complete 

breakdown)  only for documents of type KI and PS. Duplicates are not allowed, i.e. a share 

referenced in a certain KI document is not allowed to be referenced in a different  KI or PS 

document. It will be the shares attached to these types of documents which are to be 

referenced in part A of the PDF notification letter.  

 

All other documents need not be broken down at all because they standardly refer to the 

fund itself.    In case one of these documents referred to an entire substructure of the fund 

(e.g. multiple subfunds or shares), these have to be broken down accordingly. 

 



How to manage the mapping “UCITS home Member State” 
 

Name of the UCITS: <UCITS>/<Name>  

UCITS home Member State: <Notification>/<Home> --> see special treatment>) 

How to manage the mapping of the shares table 
 

In case <UCITS>/<Multi_Compartment_Flag>=true: 

 
Name of the UCITS and/or 

compartment(s) to be marketed in 

the host Member State 

Name of share class(es) to 

be marketed in the host 

Member State 1 

 

Duration2 

 

Code numbers3 

 

<Attachment><Referred_Substruct

ures>/<Subfund>/<Name> 
<Attachment>/<Referred

_Substructures>/<Subfu

nd>/<Share>/<Name> 

 

<Attachmen

t>/<Referre

d_Substruct

ures>/<Subf

und>/<Shar

e>/< 
Duration> 

“HOME: ” 
<UCITS>/<ID>/<Va

lue>” / 

“<Attachment>/<Ref

erred_Substructures

>/<Subfund>/<ID>/

<Code>” / 

“<Attachment>/<Ref

erred_Substructures

>/<Subfund>/<Shar

e>/<ID>/<Code>(*) 

“ISIN: ” 
<Attachment>/<Refe

rred_Substructures>/

<Subfund>/<Share>

/<ID>/<Code>(**) 
    

(*): for <Type>HOME</Type> 

(**): for <Type>ISIN</Type>  

How to fill in <Management_Company>/<ID> 

 

The ID will exclusively be of the type HOME and will contain a value having the structure 

"Ennnnnnnn", with E='S' (CSSF entity type for management companies) and nnnnnnnn 

being the numeric CSSF 8-digit code assigned to the management company.  

How to manage <Update_Info> 

 

Contrary to initial versions of the XML schema notifletter.xsd, <Update_Info> proved to 

be a vital information mandatorily requested by hosts. The presence of this tag switched to 

mandatory in notifletter.xsd 

                                                 
1 If the UCITS intends to market only certain share classes, it should list only those classes 
2 If applicable 
3 If applicable (e.g. ISIN) 



Which evolutions were added to the XML schema notifletter.xsd 
during production? 

 

The CSSF implemented the following changes: 

- addition of a tag <Signature> in part C with various mandatory  sub-tags (see 

below) 

- The following tags became mandatory and have minLen=1 (in case no useful 

information is available,  “n/a” can be used as content) 

o PartA/Ucits/Additional_Info 

o PartA/Management_Company 

o PartA/Management_Company/Address 

o PartA/Management_Company/Address/Activities_In_Host_State/Oth

er_Details_On_Activities 

o PartB/Unitholders_Facilities_Info/Paying_Agent/Address_Of_Corres

pondence 

o PartB/Other_Info and all sub-tags 

o PartC/Signature and all sub-tags 

- The maximum length of tag Update_Info increased from 256 to 20,000 

characters 

 

Remark: the tags that remain optional are: 

Tag Remark 

PartA/Notification/Message Not mapped in the version 

*/Duration  

PartB/Marketing_Arrangements/*  

PartB/Unitholders_Facilities_Info/Payi

ng_Agent 

Remark: sub-tag Address_Of_Correspondence 

will become mandatory 

 

Mapping of <Signature> to PDF 

Tag XML FR EN DE 

Position Position Position Position 

Name Nom Name Name 

First_Name Prénom First_Name Vorname 

Company Société Company Unternehmen 

Phone Téléphone Phone Telefon 

Email Email Email Email 

Date Date Date Datum 

 

Example of formatting in the FR version: 

 

Signature: 

 

Position  Conducting Officer 

Nom   Toto 

Prénom  Titi 



Société  Mycompany 

Téléphone  +352 123456 

Email   toto@mycompany.lu 

Date   2011-08-01 
 

Unexpected signature errors 
If the CSSF notification system indicates unexpected signature errors, e.g. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

while PDF-type tools (“Acrobat Reader”) confirm that these same files used in a 

notification have a valid signature,  

 

 
 

then it should be made sure for the next version of the notification that the following 

approaches are respected:  

 

1) Any file signed by the CSSF must be binarily identical at notification time to the 

version sent by the CSSF via the according channel (E-file, SoFie). As a matter of 

fact, certain PDF tools (e.g. Acrobat Extension) may physically modify, while 

being used, the signed PDF file (when saving it) and still confirm that the signature 

is valid on the modified file. This type of file, though very similar to the original, 

but still not identical, will be systematically rejected by the CSSF in a notification 

package. 

 

Recommended best practice: an immediate BINARY COPY should be made of any 

file signed by the CSSF  (PC, AT, etc.) while being received via the channels; they 

should be kept in a safe place (and not modifiable there), not be used/saved in tools 

as described above and be the sole version of the document to be used later at 

notification time. 

2) Any document submitted to the CSSF for validation and electronic signature (to be 

used later in a notification), particularly any prospectus, must NOT contain 

(multiple) PDF revisions. Particularly a modification (using a PDF technology) of 

a prospectus already signed by the CSSF will generate a supplementary revision 



and although a signature of that second revision is technically possible, this 

approach is not acceptable to the CSSF as it is legally not clear which revision 

prevails and applies. 

Recommended best practice:  when submitting a new version of a prospectus, a new 

PDF has to be generated from an editable source;  it will not be possible to reuse or 

modify a PDF version already submitted to the CSSF or a PDF containing for other 

reasons multiple revisons.      

 

Example of an inacceptable document (which will lead to an automatic notification 

rejection, still leaving the possibility of a manually forced acceptance though):  

 

 
 

 




